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Infrastructure visibility is 
the first requirement for 
maintaining best performance

BY TOM TEMIN

Hard to picture as it may be in the age of gigabit 
Ethernet and web-hosted applications, consider 
this: Not long ago, for users at the Education 
Department, logging on in the morning, would 
wait 20 minutes for their daily online tools to 
load. Users would enter their passwords then 
literally head out to obtain a cup of coffee. 

Jason Gray, the Education Department’s chief 
information officer, offered this anecdote. “One 
of our key customers have come to me and said, 
‘I used to be able to come in, press the start 
button, go heat up my breakfast, talk to my team 
and then get back to my office. And maybe it 
would be working.’” 

Now, thanks to a series of modernization 
measures, that warmup is now down to 42 
seconds. 

Gray’s example might be extreme, but it 
illustrates the need to constantly monitor what 
end-users experience, and strive to keep system 
responses crisp and adequate for what people 
need to remain productive. 

As underscored by a panel convened by 
Federal News Network, Riverbed Technology 
and RavenTek, high-level performance is more 

than a matter of adding bandwidth. Application 
acceleration and optimization are also crucial to 
the IT shop’s toolbox.
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Mr. Tyler is the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) and Chief 
Privacy Officer (CPO) and Program Manager for Mint’s Cyber Security 
Program. Mr. Tyler oversees Mint’s Authorization and Assessment 
implementation, Defense Cyber Operations (DCO tool development and 
Security Operation Center (SOC).  Mr. Tyler leads the Cyber Protection 
and Privacy of all of Mint’s assets and data. He is responsible for 
protecting Mint from cyber activities and leading Mint’s response to cyber 
threats.  
 
Prior to assuming the role of CISO & CPO, Mr. Tyler was the Perimeter 
Defense Portfolio Manager within the Cyber Development Directorate in 
the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA). Where he led and oversaw 
the development of cyber capabilities for all of the Department of Defense’s 
Boundaries. Mr. Tyler led the integration of capabilities from IC partners and 
led the deployment of next generational cyber capabilities at DOD’s 
boundaries.   

 
Prior to assuming the role of Perimeter Portfolio Manager, Mr. was the Branch 
Chief of the Internet Protection Branch (ID51) within the Cyber Development 
Directorate in the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA). The Internet 
Protection Branch develops and deploys Defensive Cyber Operations (DCO) 
solutions to enforce efficient, effective, and critical security measures that 
protect the Department of Defense Information Network (DoDIN) at the 
Internet Access Points (IAPs) from malicious attacks. ID51 efforts help to 
maintain a secure and collaborative cyber environment that enables DoD 
missions to succeed.  

 
Prior to assuming the role of Chief in Internet Protection Branch, Mr. Tyler was the Lead Engineer for the 
SIPRNet Releasable Demilitarized Zone (SIPR REL DMZ) and the SIPRNet Federal Demilitarized Zone (SIPR 
FED DMZ) from 2011 - 2018.  In this role, he was responsible for engineering and designing solutions that 
would improve our ability to share and collaborate classified information with our FVEY coalition and Non-DoD 
Federal mission partners that support real world operations. 

 
Mr. Tyler began his career with in 2004 enlisting in the United States Navy. He graduated IT “A” School in 
2005 becoming an Information Technician and was assigned to STRKFITRON TWO ONE ONE (VFA-211).  
Where he deployed consecutively in 2006 and 2007 on the USS Enterprise to support Operation Enduring 
Freedom (OEF) and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF). Mr. Tyler learned how to think under pressure and what 
it meant to lead at all levels and was awarded Junior Sailor of the Quarter while on deployment while also 
obtaining his Enlisted Surface Warfare (ESWS) and Enlisted Air Warfare (EAWS) qualifications. Throughout 
Mr. Tyler’s naval career, he exemplified honor, courage and commitment and enhanced the careers of sailors 
under him by constantly mentoring and leading by example. Mr. Tyler departed the Navy in 2013 and 
pursued a career in the commercial sector as a Defense contractor where he quickly rose through ranks from 
Network Engineer to Deputy Program Manager prior to joining DISA as a civilian employee.   

 
Mr. Tyler obtained his first degree Associates of Applied Science (AAS) in Information Technology from the 
State of New York University Empire State College (SUNY ESC) while on active duty in 2012. He later enrolled 
into the University of Maryland University College (UMUC) in Adelphi, MD where he completed a Bachelor’s of 
Science in Computer Networks and Cybersecurity in 2017.  Mr. Tyler received a Master of Science degree in 
Cybersecurity Technology and was awarded a Graduate Certificate in Cybersecurity Technology in 2019 from 
UMUC.  
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Visibility is key
Most important, optimal performance requires 
a comprehensive view into the entire “fabric” of 
the enterprise, including the networks, according 
to Marlin McFate, the public sector chief 
technology officer at Riverbed. 

“Application acceleration and wide-area network 
(WAN) optimization are fixes, in some cases, for 
problems, but not always the fix,” McFate said. A 
comprehensive approach requires “visibility so 
pervasive within your environment, that you can 
start correlating [performance] issues.” 

That is, a bottleneck might be somewhere in 
the way an application executes. Or it might 
occur in a database, or even in the complex 
of cybersecurity measures such as the 
authentication routine. He cited an example in 
the Defense Department, where a group of users 
– not all in the same location – experienced an 
application performance slowdown at 1 p.m. It 
turned out that everyone’s anti-virus scans had 
been scheduled for 1 p.m. 

“Just imagine trying to find that, since there 
was no correlation between the different users, 
they were in different places.” McFate said. 
“Everyone’s scratching their head trying to figure 
out what’s going on here.” 

In that case, the issue was neither the 
applications nor the network, but rather an 
anomaly in the users’ own machines. 

Only with total visibility can the IT staff get to the 
cause of a performance issue quickly, McFate 

said, ideally before the help desk phones start 
ringing. 

That approach, of total visibility, works for 
John Moses, director of the Governance and 
Enterprise Services Division at the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. Spurred in part by aging 
infrastructure to begin with, and accelerated by 
the pandemic and its mass telework, NRC made 
numerous changes, Moses said. Among them: 
A switch to cloud productivity tools, replacing 
desktop PCs with notebooks, moving to a 
comprehensive voice over IP (VOIP) network, 
even digitizing millions of documents relating 
to regulated nuclear facilities and putting them 
online. 

All of that work, Moses said, has an overlay of an 
application optimization effort, which in turn is 
overlaid by a comprehensive monitoring system. 

“We monitor performance metrics such as 
availability of applications, capacity, disk 
storage, memory utilization, CPU utilization, et 
cetera,” Moses said. “On top of the application 
layer, we also look across bandwidth utilization, 
latency, and number of users using the VPN. 
That enables us to fine tune and identify 
congestion that may occur.” 

Monitor the tech stack 
Similarly, Phil Klokis, the chief information officer 
(CIO) of the General Services Administration’s 
Public Buildings Service, said he thinks of the 
IT ecosystem as having three layers. First, the 
presentation layer, how users interface with 
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applications. Second is the layer consisting of 
the business logic for enabling the mission. Third 
is what he called the data access layer. A wide 
variety of end-user devices, local and wide area 
networks and hybrid cloud set-ups all interact on 
these layers. 

Any item in that stack “can cause degradation, 
and degrade the user experience,” Klokis said. 

Like the NRC, the Public Buildings Service has a 
robust application performance and monitoring 
system in place. It consists of tools native to the 
applications, the network and the cloud services 
producers. But the monitoring system also 
includes third-party tools. 

His visibility strategy also measures performance 
from the users’ standpoint. 

“We look at a bottlenecks and congestion areas, 
and we’re constantly tweaking that,” Klokis said. 
“We look at it from, what I’ll call, a page load 
perspective –how long does it take an individual 
page that renders itself for the end user to 
consume data or to look at the information or to 
enter information?” 

For every agency, maintaining the user 
experience has been made more complicated 
by the pandemic, or more precisely, by the mass 
teleworking it forced. 

“Access to get to applications went from being on 
the inside to being from the outside going in,” said 
David Maphis, solutions architect at RavenTek. 
“That turned security protocols upside down; that 
turned traffic flows upside down.” 

Maphis said the resulting changes likely won’t 
snap back to pre-pandemic norms, and therefore 
agencies should consider updated, secure ways 
to provide remote access. 

He described a virtual private network-like 
product called Protected Access. Built on zero 
trust principles, it is a new way to provide  
remote access that is more controlled and secure 
than a VPN.

“Instead of providing a VPN into your network, 
inside your perimeter, and allowing users to just 
move laterally to anything in your environment, 
you’re specifically telling your system, what actual 
users are supposed to be able to use, and that’s 
it. No unilateral trust,” Maphis said. 

Different yet similar 
Agencies’ particular situations vary, even though 
they share technical characteristics when it 
comes to acceleration and optimization. 

A small, independent agency, for instance, like 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 
has a widely dispersed constituency and a large 
number of applications. 

FERC CIO Mittal Desai said employees 
use several online collaboration and video 
conferencing tools, all the more now because of 
the telework. 

“But we also have a slew of applications that 
support regulatory decision making,” Desai said. 

Applications have a public facing side where, 
for instance, a regulated utility can submit 
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documents. The applications have an internal, 
and often complex, side consisting of the 
workflows connected to reading, reviewing, 
analyzing and deciding. 

Now, with users working externally causing all 
sorts of traffic routing patterns, “we learned very 
quickly, this will cause a lot of bandwidth issues, 
latency issues, buffering issues,” Desai said. “And 
the user experience, which is a paramount thing 
that we keep in focus in the CIO organization, 
was an issue.” 

The U.S. Mint provides another wrinkle. Because 
the Mint operates a full-blown factory, it could 
not go fully remote. Instead, it operated – is still 
operating – in a hybrid mode, Davin Tyler, its 
chief information security officer, said. 

“We’ve adopted the cloud approach, as well 
as still some in-house homebrew solutions 
that really help us to continue to support the 
manufacturers’ use of coins, while allowing our 
remote workforce to have the flexibility of the 
cloud,” Tyler said. 

Widely as their missions and technical 
architectures vary, in some ways the mass 
remote working has made agencies more 
similar technically, McFate said. As a group, 
though, they tend to differ from commercial 
organizations, and those differences are 
manifest in the technology approach. 

Unlike what is typical in the private sector, he 
said that in the public sector “there is a need, 
or a policy, or requirement for a lot of traffic to 
come back. It needs inspection in some way 
at my organization before I can allow it to go 
either back to the internet or onto one of my 
cloud instances, or to a SaaS application.” The 
implication, he added, is that agencies still need 
to do more “backhauling” of traffic through the 
agency, negating some of the efficiencies of 
using the internet alone as a transport to and 
from the cloud. 

Even when metrics the IT staff monitors are 
looking okay, it’s wise to check with users 
themselves. 

“Even if our tools and systems are saying 
everything is green, it’s not always green,” 
Education’s Gray said. 

He noted one example in which a growing 
number of users were having performance 
issues with a popular video collaboration 
application. But the monitoring showed 
everything was fine. 

“Now, ideally, in the perfect world, the tools we 
have would find that for us, discover the problem 
so we could get in front of it before it even 
impacts the user,” Gray said. “That feedback was 
absolutely essential.” 


